This special issue of the EJTES gives you insight into current and innovative treatment options for fragility fractures of the spine. In the first article Slavici et al. give an update on the conservative treatment of osteoporotic vertebral fractures, they analysed the pertinent literature extensively and present their preferred course of treatment [3] . Gonschorek et al. report upon cement augmentation with and without balloons and the limitations of current classifications for the special focus on osteoporotic fractures in the elderly [4] . Hoppe et al. then present indications and techniques, but also limitations for pedicle screw augmentation in osteoporotic spine. They describe this technique also for revision cases [5] . Finally, Spiegl et al. discuss indications, techniques and limitations of 360° stabilizations in patients with osteoporotic fractures [6] .
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The number of the elderly population in the industrial countries has been growing over the last decades and will continuously be growing in the future. Reduced bone quality leads to rising numbers of fragility fractures. The treatment principles are varying and despite a huge number of literature optimal treatment algorithms remain controversial. Modern conservative treatment includes early mobilization and pain relief; radiological controls are important. If surgery is indicated, one can choose from a large pool of treatment options: cement augmentation alone, combined with stents or inserted after preparation of the vertebra by balloons or similar expanding techniques. Modern cements have been developed with optimized viscosity [1] . For unstable situations instrumentation may be indicated. In these cases the screws may be used cement augmented. This technique may also be advantageous for revision operations. In some cases combined posterior and anterior fusion may be indicated also in the elderly population resulting in challenging situations and possible higher complication rates. The Section Spine of the German Society of Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery (DGOU) has recognized the importance of the fragility fractures on the spine and founded a task force searching for new classifications and treatment algorithms [2] .
